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Case Study: Community Cycling Fund for London (CCFL) 
 

The Community Cycling Fund for London (CCFL) is funded by Transport for London and has been 

administered by the London Cycling Campaign (LCC) since 2007. The purpose of the fund is to 

enable Londoners from diverse backgrounds to experience the benefits of cycling. Since 2007, 

CCFL has supported more than 33,000 Londoners to overcome barriers to cycling such as a lack of 

confidence in their cycling abilities, safety fears, lack of knowledge about suitable routes, the cost of 

buying and maintaining a bike, as well as social barriers. 
 
 
 

 
 
Details of the Contract 
 
There are two work streams that are managed by LCC – a) allocation and administration of 20-30 grants of 

£5k to grassroots groups, and b) allocation and delivery of events aimed at TfL’s ‘near market’. 
 
LCC is the grant administrator on behalf of TfL and allocates £5,000 grants on an annual basis to grassroots 

cycling projects working with hard to reach groups. LCC helps identify projects and groups who could benefit 

from cycling and guides them through the application process. We also use our knowledge of managing 

cycling projects in London in the grant bid assessments and helping projects to setup, as well as helping the 

projects succeed if needed. 
 
The events programme is focused on getting more people cycling and is aimed at those groups identified by 

TfL as ‘near market’, that is with a high propensity to take up regular cycling. The cycling event days are 

allocated in partnership with London’s borough councils who identify stakeholder groups who could benefit. 

LCC then works with these groups to design an event package that works for them, taking into account their 

needs (cultural, geographers, age religion etc.). In 2012, LCC delivered a successful tailored package of 

events geared towards workplaces, schools, community groups, universities and colleges. 
 
In the past the CCFL was match funded from the Big Lottery and we have experience working with multiple 

grant funders and their differing monitoring and evaluation requirements. 
 

Overview of the Deliverables 
 
In 2012 the CCFL supported: 

  3459 beneficiaries on 28 grant projects 

  Plus 284 beneficiaries on 10 small grant projects 

  4536 beneficiaries on 63 events 
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The interventions in the grants and event programmes made a significant difference to an 

individual’s likelihood to take up regular cycling. Project deliverables included: 

  Grants application form and guidance 

  Stakeholder mapping and engagement plans 

  Assessment of potential grant-funded projects 

  Managing and leading grants assessment panel 

  Support and training to successful projects 

  Monitoring, evaluation and reports back to funders on grant programme 

  Event programme focused on behaviour change – including the identification of best 

practice and successful behaviour change examples 

  Monitoring and evaluation of impact of events 

  External Cycle London report 

  Internal funders report 
 

Technical Competencies Applied in the Delivery of the Contract 
 
For both schemes we designed and ran the assessment process and criteria, designed 

monitoring and evaluation strategy and provided detailed reports for TfL. 
 
Grants 

Stakeholder engagement 

  Identification of hard to reach groups that would benefit from grants 

  Advice and coaching of how to run successful projects focused on outcomes (behaviour 

change both transport and personal improvement) 
 
Events 

The events programme was designed around TfL’s ‘near market’ concept of those groups of 

people who could be nudged into cycling. We used TfL research, including HEAT maps, and the 

boroughs’ cycling strategies to identify hot spots. 
 

Value Added Initiatives 
 
Use of LCC knowledge of local cycling issues to help design successful events programme that 

appealed to local stakeholders. As well as the ability to employ staff from the local area to talk to, 

and engage with, stakeholders on grants and events programme. 
 

Locations 
 
Pan-London – all boroughs. 
 

Programme Start and Completion Dates, Actual Start and Completion Dates 
 
CCFL – Grants: Yearly cycles from 2006 

CCFL – Events: Yearly cycle from Spring 2011 
 

Resources Utilised 
 
LCC’s Cycling Projects team and network of freelance mechanics and cycle trainers. 
 
LCC’s network of local borough groups and access to a wider network of community cycling 

champions and projects. 
 

Percentage of Sub-Consultants Used 
 
The grants scheme was administered and managed by LCC staff. The design and delivery of the 

events programme was managed by LCC staff but did use freelance cycle trainers and 

mechanics as part of the events staff. 
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Contract Value 
 
The total CCFL funding from TfL in 2012 was £217,000 across the grants and events programme. 

 


